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HyperbaricO2 Center
Treatments with hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) provide a safe, highly
effective method for delivering and increasing the oxygen levels to all body
systems. Increasing oxygen helps to eliminate harmful toxic substances,
stimulate capillary growth and repair damage to the body.
In our clear single-person chamber your whole body is pressurized with two three times the normal pressure, while being immersed and breathing 100%
pure oxygen. This saturates your deprived tissues, blood, and fluids with up to
20 times more than the normal concentration of oxygen. (High enough to
sustain life with no blood at all.)
What HBOT Can Do
Enhances the body’s ability to kill bacteria and viruses.
Increases circulation and capillary development.
Provides more oxygen to the muscles to increase energy,
healing, and performance.
Decreases inflammation.
Skin looks younger and healthier.
Increase bone density.
“Wakes up” damaged cells, and stimulates cell production, even
brain cells.
Helps reverse damage to the DNA.
Stimulates fibroblasts to make collagen.
Increase by eight fold the number of stem cells throughout the
body.
As we age, we lose vital capacity to effectively obtain
adequate oxygen.
Injuries, infections, or diseases can cause a drop in tissue oxygen level down to
almost zero, destroying tissue, and delaying healing.
Promote healing
Help your body utilize oxygen better.

Improve your health, fitness, stamina and Endurance
Oxygenate your way to health and vitality.
The number of treatments you will require varies between patients. It depends
upon your particular problem, the severity and duration.
Some may only require two and others, such as severe neurological conditions,
eighty treatments or more. It is best to attend treatments weekly since the
effects are cumulative. We offer chamber treatments Monday - Thursday. The
duration of each treatment is between 1.5 and 2 hours. Most conditions are not
covered by insurance.
What are treatments like?

During the treatment you feel pressure in your ears, much like you feel in an
airplane at the beginning and end. While you are having your treatment you can
sleep, watch a movie or T.V., listen to an audio book, or music while you lie
comfortably.
HBOT treatments are non-invasive and painless. Side effects are
rare and minimal.
For best results Hyperbaric O2 Center, along with the Midwest Acupuncture &

Pain Treatment Center, has developed an aggressive and effective program
combining HBOT and alternative therapies.
Common Conditions Treated
Brain injuries
Stroke
Fibromyalgia
Cellulitis
Tendon & ligament injuries
Post surgical healing
Neuropathy
Autism
Lymes disease
Migraines
Acute arthritis
Parkinson's
Multiple sclerosis
Trigeminal neuralgia
Eye problems
Health & beauty

Memory loss
Diabetic wounds
Acute paralysis
Sudden deafness
Coma
Crush injury, compartment syndrome
Radiation damage
Compromised skin grafts
Chronic bone infections
Carbon monoxide poisoning
Necrotizing soft tissue infections
Intracranial abscesses
Decompression sickness (bends)
Arterial gas embolism
Gangrene
And many more
We do not treat any contagious or infectious diseases

90% of the body’s life energy is created by oxygen

